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Motivation
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ß A new gauge boson 𝑍′ is predicted by well-motivated gauged 𝐿! − 𝐿" models, which 
extend the SM to address the observed muon anomalous magnetic dipole moment 
(Link) and the B physics anomalies (Link1, Link2).

ß In the 𝐿! − 𝐿" model the 𝑍′ boson couples only to the 2nd and 3rd generation leptons. 
The Lagrangian of the 𝑍′ and interactions is:
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Where 𝑍"#
$ = 𝜕"𝑍#

$ − 𝜕#𝑍"$ is the field strength tensor, and 𝑙' = 𝜈', 𝑒' ( (𝑖 = 2, 3 for the 2nd
and 3rd lepton doublet)

ß 𝑍′ couples to the 2nd and 3rd generation left-handed leptons (𝜇, 𝜏 and neutrinos) and 
right-handed muon and tau singlet as shown in Lagrangian above, where 𝑔#! = 𝜀𝑔$, is 
the U(1) coupling const. (𝑔$ = 0.351 @𝑚#), and 𝜀 is the fraction. A dedicated search for 
Z’ will be performed in {mZ’, gZ’} parameter space of the model.

ß At the LHC, 𝑍′ could be produced in the final-state radiation of muon or tau leptons. We 
use radiative Drell-Yan production around Z to search for the 𝑍′ in this analysis.

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.64.055006
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.191801
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.113.151601


Analysis Design

ß Basic selections to select 4muon events in the mass region of 
80 to 180 GeV, excluding Higgs region
Þ H->WW/ZZ->mvmv/mmvv->mmvvZ’->mmmmvv would have different 

kinematic than other mass region due to MET
Þ H->mm->mmZ’->mmmm would have too small cross section

ß Events further split into low mass (mZ’ < 42 GeV) and high 
mass (mZ’ > 42 GeV) region
Þ In the low mass region, Z’ would likely peak at sub-leading dimuon pair
Þ In the high mass region, Z’ would likely peak at leading dimuon mass

ß Two pDNN are trained. One for low mass, one for high mass
Þ For final limit setting, cut on DNN score and then fit on the leading (sub-

leading) dimuon mass for high (low) mass Z’
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Data and MC Samples
ß Data

Þ Full run-2 datasets with 139 𝑓𝑏)* collected in ATLAS detector
ß Signal Samples

Þ Leading Order (LO) Universal Feynman rules Output (UFO) model with 
MadGraph + Pythia8

Þ Mass points from 5 GeV to 75 GeV
Ý “low mass”: [5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 27, 31, 39] GeV  - 13 mass 

points
Ý “high mass”: [42, 45, 48, 51, 54, 57, 60, 63, 66, 69, 72, 75] GeV - 12 mass 

points
ß Background Samples

Þ background component depends on the 𝑚+, region we are looking at
Þ >95% background from SM single resonant 𝑍 → 4𝜇 (s-channel)
Þ ~4% background from SM t-channel ZZ production from 𝑞>𝑞
Þ 𝑔𝑔 → 𝑍𝑍: negligible under the Z peak. ~6% level in Z off-shell region
Þ Other minor backgrounds (with mis-identified muons): Z+jets, ttbar

dominant (>95%)

small  (~4%)

small

Major irreducible backgrounds
Sherpa 2.2.2
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Signal Simulation
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ü The decay width highly 
depends on the coupling 
values

ü Coupling values used in 
the generation were 
chosen following rough 
estimate of the expected 
limit



Event Selections and Efficiency
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Low efficiency in the low and high 
mass end due to
ü Muon kinematic cut for low end
ü Production phase space limit for 

high end



Systematics and Modelling Check

ß From experimental sources due to imperfect measurement
Þ Muon measurement (energy, identification), trigger and isolation efficiency, 

pile-up, luminosity
Þ In total ~4% for the background, 4% to 8% for signal (depending on Z’ mass)

ß From theoretical sources due to limited accuracy
Þ PDFs, alphaS, QCD scale, parton shower
Þ In total ~5.5% for the dominant SM Z(Z*) -> 4muon process. Below 2% for 

signal

ß In addition, since LO signal is used, thus the modelling of the 4muon 
system kinematics has been checked using data, by studying SM Z-
>mm.
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Background Estimation

ß Dominant background from SM Z(Z*) process. Modelled with MC, and 
constraint with data for normalization

ß Other minor prompt 4muon background. Modelled with MC
ß Non-prompt background (top, Zjet). Estimated with data-driven 

method
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Kinematic Distributions
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Multi-variable Analysis
ß Parametrized deep neutral network (pDNN) used

Þ Allows the training of one single classifier for multiple signal mass hypotheses in the 
interested search region

Þ Two independent pDNN trained. One for low mass signal and another for high mass, since 
signal and background kinematics, as well as background component are different
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Input variables

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-016-4099-4


pDNN Score
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Further cut on pDNN scores to 
enhance expected significance

Cut values have been optimized for 
each signal mass point
ü Ranges from 0.42 to 0.72 for low 

mass
ü Ranges from 0.12 to 0.16 for high 

mass



Dimuon Mass after pDNN Cut
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Largest deviation at 39.6 GeV
ü Local: 2.65σ
ü Global: 0.52σ



Observed and Predicted 95% CL Limits on 
Cross Section and Coupling
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Neutrino Trident: Phys. Rev. Lett. 66 (24 1991) 3117
Bs mixing: JHEP 12 (2016) 106

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.66.3117
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP12(2016)106


Summary

ß A search of a new gauge boson Z’, trying to address several 
flavor related anomalies observed in recent years

ß Full Run 2 data used. CONF note released for ICHEP 2022
Þ ATLAS-CONF-2022-041
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https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2022-041/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2022-041/
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